Summer 2017

Editorial
I wonder if you remember the first book you fell in love with? There were two for me, each at a
different stage of my life. The first was William Golding’s Lord of the Flies. I was engulfed by the
exciting schoolboy anarchy, and the way that I could feel, hear and taste the cool tropical senses of
the island. The second was Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited, and this was one with which, after
multiple readings, I formed a relationship comparable to marriage. A languid honeymoon period
spurred by the prelapsarian Oxford days, was superseded by marital discord; the realisation that
Waugh’s story is also a tragedy of family and religion. Vita Sackville West, in her description of
‘Summer’ in The Land, said that ‘all craftsmen share a knowledge,’ and I think the idea she puts
across is important. Each one of you becomes a craftsman when you engage with a work of art; you
are as important as creation and creator. In a world where revolution and tragedy are irrevocable, the
need to pause and attune with another world, that of the arts, is imperative; it is perhaps, what will
save us from insanity and parting from civilisation like the boys on Golding’s island. I am by no
means suggesting art is ‘unworldly’; it is inexplicably relevant; think of artists like Banksy painting
the EU flag, one star being chipped away, in Dover or the stunning artwork released and reposted on
social media as a symbol of solidarity after attacks such as the Manchester Bombings or London
Bridge attacks. I am, however, suggesting that there is a need for each of us to find refuge in the arts,
within a world of uncertainty and religious extremism. Perhaps some of you question my plea; you
argue that we cannot turn to culture when people are losing their lives every day. However, while it
will not stop the tragedies, culture will unite communities together afterwards (for instance the Dear
Boston exhibition responding to the Boston tragedy in 2013), and each of us can help to do that, no
matter where in the world we are. This summer edition of Piccalilli is braced once more with a
ménage of exquisite writing and artwork, which I hope you enjoy reading as much as I did. I feel
extremely privileged to have been an editor on what I think to be one of Marlborough’s finest
platforms and hope I leave a legacy of some sort to current students. Embrace creativity, no matter
what it is, do not be afraid and we need your help, on occasion, to take us to an island far away from
this one. My other advice to every reader, is ironically, read, read, read, read, read. Because why live
one life, when you can live thousands of others too?
Issy Carr

Sophie Morelli

Old Marlburian Writing

Oliver Rowse (B1, 2005 – 07)
This is an extract from ‘Cricket,’ Oliver Rowse’s elegant essay on the
quintessentially English summer game. It first appeared in Areté magazine,
and the entire piece can be found here:
http://www.aretemagazine.co.uk/47-autumn-2015/cricket
Cricket is one of the more beautifully, certainly one of the most elaborately
notated games. This scribal tradition is known as ‘scoring’. It is the job of the
‘scorer’ to keep a record of every delivery, however uneventful, and produce a
scoresheet. The best-kept scoresheets can make an entire match legible, even to a
reader who was never present. As with reading a musical score, the incidents, the
movements, even the dynamics of a match will play out before the mind’s eye, just
as music will, for a practised sight-reader, in its ear. My brother and I have even
developed an all-weather pursuit, scorebook cricket, in which we write the music
ourselves. (Planet Zog XI v. World XI, in which Um Toot the alien topscored, to list
one scorebook-cricket encounter.) At night I read Wisden, a record of all
international and English county matches, printed annually. Each match appears
as a scorecard, a condensed version of the scoresheet; the tune, rather than the
full orchestral arrangement, but more than enough to go on. Who could read of KJ
Barnett (Gloucestershire) or WK Hegg (Lancashire) or V Nagamootoo (West
Indies) and not invent a face?
Playing cricket, watching cricket, the two are inseparable: so much of ‘playing’ is
watching. Those who have batted or are waiting to bat might as well be watching
a screen. Even those on the pitch – the two batsmen, the bowler and his ten
fielders – can feel superfluous. In this sense cricket is a more complete reflection
of war than, say, football. Less Andy McNab, more Guy Crouchback. Cricket
admits comedy. A contest is taking place, but it involves a high degree of
individual inaction, helplessness, even obsolescence. Standing at ‘square leg’, as I
often did, the fielder feels this keenly. Minutes pass without the ball coming his
way. And because he is standing fifteen yards behind the batsman’s arse, it’s
unusual to see what the batsman is doing until he’s done it, at which point it may
already be too late. The ball miscues off the edge of the bat, away past him, out to
‘deep square leg’.
In cricket the point of conflict is momentary, involving batsman, bowler and often,
but not always, a fielder. The rest is given over, sometimes to planning,
redeployment, consultation, joking, teasing, inane encouragement, but mostly to
silence and thought – reflection, interpretation, arithmetic, worry, fantasy, prayer.
The athlete, the artist, the spectator, the statistician, the oracle – they are all
called upon in the playing of the game.
Inanimate things also play the game: the weather, the pitch, the ball. They
participate – with each other, and with animate things. (Think fog and London, or
rain and Chesney Wold, in Bleak House.) The cricket ball is covered with leather; a
raised ‘seam’ of string, sown into the surface, divides the ball into hemispheres. A
new ball has a confectionary look – hard, shiny and lacquered. It stings the skin
and bruises the knuckles. An old ball looks touchingly organic, like a Halloween
pumpkin, the leather beginning to undulate and split, along a line at ninety
degrees to the seam, revealing a grimace of string. It is softer to catch, and leaves
a red residue. On wet days it will watercolour a catcher’s palms.
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The President and the Admiral
“It was not the right time for the President to pass,”
she said, clutching plantain under her arms.
I squeezed a mango and my presence was wrong,
my milk whiteness a beacon against the black
skin of the mourners. I pressed a coin
into her palm and bit into the fruit, an apology.
The paper portrait on the wall was crooked, his apology
for the corruption that was and corruption that would pass.
‘May god take him mercifully’: a greeting we would coin
for the day. That afternoon dad came home, wrapping arms
around a chicken with one eye, the other black,
hollow, blind. Admiral Nelson; I understood his purpose wrong,
treating him like a pet. However, the chicken was wrong
and the neighbour wouldn’t swap. Their apology
followed the refusal, a smile for their rooster that crowed in the black
of night. But our Admiral was useless- noon would pass
before he made a sound. Our sad, lazy chicken in the arms
of the stairwell- not worth our time, nor worth the coin
dad paid for him. But we did grow to love him, Nelson’s coincopper feathers were nice to stroke. His captivity was never wrong –
rather a life amongst concrete than death in the arms
of a butcher. The President had died while we saved a life- no apology
given for equating the life of Nelson with the corrupt president. Months pass,
and a new President is welcomed. The mourning black
gone, replaced with red and yellow ensembles, patterns- but black
Nelson’s eye remained. He was funny, you could flick a coin
to his blindside- and he wouldn’t notice until it hit him. “Pass
the change.” we cried, laughing. Poor bird. It was wrong,
but we were children. Now, though, I know I owe him an apology.
Because, one day, I came home from school, and dad’s arms
were crossed. I was confused. And then he knelt down, arms
outstretched. It transpired that in the black
of his stairwell, Nelson had fallen, and died. The apology
I owed, he could never receive. I cried as I picked up the coin
I had flicked, my last memory of him. It was wrong,
the death of two. I didn’t understand why they had to pass.
Death is a process. The President’s face was now on the coin
and the chicken dead in dad’s arms. The next week I wore black
as Nelson’s apology: for death that had been, death that would come to pass.
Anna Pembroke

Honor Threlfall

Couplings
(a translation from the Welsh of Menna Elfyn)
Our love is a mess. Like our house we wish to renovate,
We start at the rooftop, mending love with beams of support;
We prepare to let go but brick walls keep it together.
Chiselled and shaped we become one as the house.
Time passes and our crafts are developed,
We repair and replenish. All is not lost;
Passion develops and it all fits together:
The door closes tight in its frame, and the key
Grinds in its lock, its matrix. We close ourselves in.
Amelia Tracey
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When In Rome
I stand amongst the other tourists and gaze at this stone arabesque of flesh. Even in marble, she couldn’t
seem hard. That was the skill of the artist- Gianlorenzo Bernini. The name ripples and purrs across my
tongue. They talk about sculptors ‘liberating’ sculptures from their stone prisons. This isn’t liberation; it’s
rape. It says so on the plaque ‘The Rape of Proserpina’.
But it looks like a dance. A ballet lift or something.
Then I look at her face. I see her black mouth parted in a noiseless white scream. And her hand strikes across
his face. His fingers grip at her cringing thigh, pressing the shadow of four grey ovals into her flesh. Even her
toes flinch. His face, of course, is triumphant. I remember the story: he, Pluto that is, takes her to the
underworld so she can live with him but her mother bargains with him so she ends up living half the year
with him, half with us, above ground. This is why we have seasons, apparently.
The sun sweeps across them and their jaded flesh seems to sweat, shiny where he’d polished it. She has one
of those ripe, curvy figures which ooze that divine fertility goddesses were meant to have.
You try and remember that self-defence class you took with your friends for a laugh when you were fifteen.
You took it in turns to grip and twist each other’s milky wrists until you squealed and let go; forearms flecked
with pink finger prints. You wonder, now, if you’d listened in that class, taken it seriously, then it wouldn’t
have happened.
Don’t be stupid. The crooning lows of that councillor, months after, blurry in your ears. The blonde one with
the mole: “Don’t think like that,” she said. “This isn’t your fault.” That’s what you’re told, repeatedly. You
can acknowledge it in principle: I am the victim, He’s the rapist. It is not my fault; it is not because I was
wearing that skirt. But when do you cease to become a ‘victim’ and start to become ‘you’ again. Or is that it?
Are you always, primarily, a victim? Does that define you now?
I wonder about asking these questions in those weekly counselling sessions, not to hear what she’d have to
say, just to be deliberately difficult. Her hand would rise to her glasses, to adjust them; her eyes big under
her crassly drawn eyeliner. She’d stumble over a splurge of rehearsed stuff that’s supposed to make me feel
‘empowered’. Then she’d glance at her clock. Really, she would be thinking about what time she agreed
she’d be meeting her boyfriend for lunch and whether she was going to have the quinoa or the buckwheat
salad.
Or maybe she wouldn’t. Maybe she’d ask, “Well, Claire, do you still feel like a victim, now?” Do I? No. Now,
here, I’m an art student. But is that really true? How would an art student look at The Rape of Proserpina?
Not like this I reckon.

He holds her with such ease; it is as though she were made of light, not borne as she was from the chiselled
rib of marble. And she was immortal. Divine. The raping of a goddess: almost a paradox. But she’s not really
a goddess here, she’s a woman. That’s what it really comes down to. She’s a woman, he’s a man; they might
both be immortal but when it comes down to it, his brute strength will override hers, or even yours; even if
you think you’re strong in comparison with the rest of your sex and you used to beat the boys in arm
wrestles in junior school. Even if you play for your university hockey team and are really pretty fit for a
student, and even if your thighs are marble hard.
If I was just an art student, I would only be admiring the milky detail of his fingers in the folds of her thigh.
I’d look up and just see the sun that was just now, falling ripe on the sweating marble; and admire the
softness of her cringing flesh next to his terse marble chest. And I can; for a bit, I can see it how I probably
would have done a year ago: before it happened.
But then I can’t anymore. I am ‘Victim’ once more. My other ‘occupation’. I’ll try not to because that’s what
you’re told to do: the wispy croons of the councillor again: “…Move on, try not to think about it and you’ll
think about it less and less every day.”

Harriet Place

Wrong. Her voice seeped into Mum’s: “Take a trip; you need to get away for a bit. Why don’t you go to Rome
or somewhere like that and see some art? It’ll be good for you.” Wrong. All I can do is read and re-read that
plaque with that word on it. That four letter word that pops and bleeds at the end like a picked scab. That
word that I can still hear, dry on dad’s tongue, cracked with disbelief; and shrill and pink in mum’s screech
and pursed on the maroon lips of the judge. That word that I use to try to wipe the shame away. But when
the shame’s wiped clean what are you left with? Anger.
I step out of Villa Borghese back into the heavy sun, slicking my hand in the fountain outside to cool off. A
young couple are sitting next to me, each holding glossy gelato; their spare hands entwined in one another,
resting on her thigh. They’re taking in turns to lick each other’s; his pistachio and hers strawberry; her
trickling laughter fractured by their kissing. They stand up and start to walk away, his arm folds around her
shoulders and her head flops onto the crook between his shoulder and ear.
I’ll call mum tonight and tell her about Villa Borghese. She’ll be happy that I went to see it; she knows how
much I like Bernini.
Emily Symington
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Mashie Agnew

Chicken Bones
If I look out of my window onto the alleyway at night,
I can sometimes catch an eye ablaze beneath the street lamp,
or see ragged bodies seething around the darkened dustbins.
The shadows scour the ground like thieves for scraps of gold;
I hear the crunch of chicken bones in their mincing mouths.
They hunch over and devour their plunder, a carnivore’s feast,
snarling and biting at each other’s haunches in greedy impatience.
Cavities snap up at the sky, gaping wide before tearing and ripping,
devouring the rotting flesh as if they’ve killed it all themselves,
proud of the easy meal gleaned clean from shiny black bags.
Sometimes I see one staring back at me, a penny for its thoughts.
I wonder how it holds my eyes, white in the dark window watching.
Its intense glare bears down on me; I try not to breathe too loud or
breathe too deep to catch the frothy illness from its foaming mouth.
Then stretching out his shaking limbs of matted fur he skitters away.
Avoid this alleyway after the dark falls, beyond choking
factory fumes with their incessant churning, behind the long lines
of imperishable residential mist and teeming zig-zag streets.
Not many travellers trudge past my lonely darkened window;
no fellow spectators come watch the gruesome ritual unfold.
I never sleep when the dogs are out, and even when they aren’t;
I still hear their ghostly howls in the wind, see their mottled
coats and smell their rancid breath hot and sickly on my skin.
Catch a glimpse of an amber eye burning brightly by the window,
and even in the deadest silence, hear that crunch of chicken bones.
Eliza Cameron
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Evie Mahoney

Christine
She was indie. She didn’t care about
anything at all outside her own mind.
She had picnics on her own on seaside piers
and fed the sea gulls while watching waves
and lip-syncing her favourite 70s rock.
Everyone else sat in cafés eating burgers
listening to saccharine chart pop.
She wore niche orange blossom
when everyone else wore Chanel No 5.
She developed pictures herself
in black and white, smoking a roll-up
when everyone else took a dozen
per second, lighting up their Marlboros,
and left them in their digital cameras
never to look back at them again.
She sewed her own dresses, shirts and smocks,
in cotton more colourful than summer days
when everyone else wore Zara and H&M.
She looked at the world through
the lens of her turquoise-green foxy eyes
picking up her dark ginger curls
away from her freckled face and
tucking them back in her tie-dyed braid,
and not smiling, nor smirking,
but making such an expression
that would show her dimples and make
you feel as if you’re at home with her.
She wasn’t better. She wasn’t worse.
She didn’t care about anything outside
her own mind. She was indie.
Veronika Stadnik
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Flash Fiction
Matthew Hook has made a speciality of flash fiction, the condensed form of the short story. Here are four of
his stories; the last of these, ‘Laughing’ has been published in the online magazine 101 Words
(https://www.101words.org/).

Hesitating

Waiting

Bill and Theresa had the perfect marriage, the
perfect life, the perfect son, until illness struck him;
he died days later. Their grief eventually drove
them to bitterness and then separation. Years later,
staring down into a bottle, as had become his
routine, in an unusually lucid moment Bill came to
realise exactly what he had given up. He spent the
following months tracking Theresa, grief having
driven her far away. He found her in a non-descript
housing block squatting among its clones in a
dreary city scape. He stepped up to the peeling door
anxiously, went to knock, but hesitated.

The woman watched the retreating back of her
husband, mouth turned down, her infant son
clinging to her torso, willing her not to leave as
well. This was the hardest part of her day, watching
him go off to work. She wished that he could find
another way to support them, but there was
nothing else nearby. She looked for ways to distract
herself, keeping the house clean, cooking, reading,
walking for hours on end but she could never push
him from her mind. One day heading home with her
son, the klaxon began to wail and she stopped, face
ashen.

Running

Laughing

The souped-up Chevrolet charges down the leafy,
headlight-lit road. The man behind the wheel
furiously brushes at his eyes, refusing to let unshed
tears fall. He steers absent-mindedly, rolling around
sharp bends at high speeds: focussed only on
running. As it blows past trees, the engine destroys
the tranquillity of the night. Rounding a corner too
fast, pupils blow out as a deer freezes in the road
ahead, and he jerks in his seat, spinning the wheel
wildly, desperately. Emitting smoke and strangled
cries, the car lies upside down by the side of the
road, whilst the deer slowly walks away.

My dad always loved Halloween. He said it was the
sense of community but I knew that it was because
he loved scaring people. When I was younger, I saw
the maniacal grin that spread across his face when
he made children scream in fright. As I got older,
children stopped scaring so easily, and instead
started laughing. I knew this wounded him, but he
refused to speak of it. Then, one year, that terrifying
grin returned- he planned something special but
refused to tell me anything. I found out with the
rest of the children. I still have the scars.
Matthew Hook

Joe Sykes
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Party
The smell of expensive perfume and deceit
pervades the room. Everything in here is a
forgery.. The fake smiles are plastered on so
tightly that even a backhanded insult, of
which many are flying around, could not
knock them off. Every woman in here, no
matter how much they enjoyed the evening,
will go home and speak of their dreadful
evening, where the white wine did not quite
complement the fish entrée. You can see the
eyes wandering around the room, just
searching for a fault that they could pick out
and mention. Possibly even mention it to the
host to see how much of a rise they could
provoke.
But they probably won’t find a fault. The room
- the whole house! - has been prepped hours
before the guests start to arrive. All signs of
living are hidden so the room is immaculate
and sleek. The white sofa and the glass table,
both new and very expensive, are tucked
tidily into the corner, but are enough still to
give the room good ‘feng shui’. The table’s
various items’ only purpose is to show off and
impress. The dining table is properly and
precisely laid up to the name places, which
took hours to plan as everyone seemed to
argue with everyone. The table looks elegant,
with a white table cloth, silver cutlery and,
obviously, no view of the cooks slaving away
in the kitchen.

All the women are dressed up in the best
dresses money can buy to flaunt their wealth.
Their hair has been done up in intricate
designs that are the result of hours in a salon.
Makeup is done to perfection down to the
painted fingernails.
I head upstairs. I hate my mother’s parties and
her ‘friends’.

The sofa is no longer white. It is stained with
red wine and wiped off lipstick. The cloying
scent of perfume has been replaced with the
smell of cigarette smoke that will hang in the
house for days. The French doors rattle
slightly as a breeze blows in through the
cracked glass as if the sun were yawning as it
wakes up. Broken wine glasses are on the
floor, and the cutlery is scattered around the
table or on plates still laid out. My mother
won’t be up for a few hours, especially after
the horror of last night. The cleaners will be
here soon but I still start to pick up forgotten
mascara containers and other clutter that no
one cares for. I try to amend the situation left
behind. I’ll do what I can. Just this once.
Again.
Elysia Rougier

Sonya Vakhonina
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Milly Karsten
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From A Hiding Place
You can tell a lot about someone from the way they
walk, the way they keep their shoes. I can see
them: scuffed soles on weary half-stepper, prim
tip-taps of pointed heels, well-polished leather on
the broad paces of some equally well-polished
gentleman. Shufflers. Gliders. The excited ones that
seem to bounce across the floor in chaotic messes of
disorderly paces. The quiet ones who don’t seem to
make any steps at all. You see a lot from the floor,
perhaps more than you would see from eye level.
The wooden table top blacks out anything beyond
waist height; glittering skirts of the overly dressed
are chopped off midway up the owner, censoring
their identity so suddenly the elaborate outfit
becomes, in a way, worthless. Without the face,
nobody knows who it was who spent so much time
and care on their appearance, not who wore the
scuffed shoes and the old shirt with that same pair
of trousers for the past four days, because frankly,
they were only just able to get themselves out of
bed. Almost ironic, really.
Two eyes appear, hanging down like anglerfish
lights over the table edge. A lure, and not one I
willingly take, but still I crawl out like an insect
from under a rock.
Faces reconnect with outfit, noise buzzes now like
that incessant ringing you get in your ears after too
much loud music, layer upon layer of aimless chatter
over quiet background jazz that seems out of focus,
as it is all woven together wrong but I can’t pick it
apart. Breathe. Pull on my mask underneath my
face, hide beneath wide eyes under weak smiles
under strands of hair under baggy jumpers and
nondescript comments that soon get people bored.

Stones
Pebbles in mouths stop stammering.
Between teeth they reside,
chipping with dental dexterity;
they loosen tongues, and words
come leaking out.
Will you regret loosening our tongues?
Tertia Paterson

It is calmer from here. Smiles don’t look like snarls
anymore. Lights and swaying people and passing
waiters with drinks and trays of food are split up by
wisps of hair into little slices, as if I could pluck
them out and put them in boxes, all divided up, nice
and straight. Faces swim there but not quite, as if
they’re suspended where the heat from an open fire
makes the air look liquid, real but not quite right.
People talk at me, make jokes, mouths move and the
sounds that come out just join the patchwork of
closely – woven chatter that intertwines all the lips
in the room. Smile, nod. You can smell the
conversation drying in the air; it tastes grey. They
drift away like clouds eventually.
I like it here, where the world is sectioned into little
slices by whisper thin strands, where everything is
a little out of focus and that’s just right, as if I left
my glasses on the table this morning and now it all
looks hazy. It makes everything feel like a dream,
and that makes it a bit less real. I want people to
talk as if I hear them; in pencil instead of pen, in
rustles instead of crashes, in heartbeats instead of
gunshots.

Perpetua Haydn Taylor

Violet Elworthy

Secret Valley
Remember, do you, the ocean sterling blue,
the soft waves that winked like oyster pearl –
and our secret long forgotten, found
now by this son of ours – washing against the
sand?

to even remember why we walked this path
aglow,
engraved our names in paper-flake rocks
and whispered ‘Love will never die,’
when he saw us and he fell. So hush now.

Our moonlight marks still scratched upon the
rock;
our quivers, sparks of ancient purpose
dulled, dead, extinguished now,
by years. We’re too old to salvage bad from
good,

Do you remember the ocean, sterling blue,
the soft waves that winked like oyster pearl?
Grisha Belotserkovsky
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Second-Hand
Bomber Jacket
My oversized second-hand bomber jacket
is hard on the outside and smells like a grandpa.
It’s orange and soft on the inside;
the sleeves are rolled up,
bringing some bright to the black.
Who owned it,
and from how long ago?
An American pilot in World War II?
A beggar on the streets?
A rock-star in the nineties?
What I know, is when it’s on me
comfort and warmth is not enough
to describe what I’m feeling.
The memories crawl up
of that vintage store on the 6th Avenue
snagged up with other old mess that is fashion;
of the blue sky in Paris
of the blue minds in Paris
of the ease and the joy
that those memories hold.

Veronika Stadnik

Aphra MacTaggart

Jet Lag
The sunrise is only at eight.
But I am awake, because the corner
of the Earth I came from, is.
Have I been given more time
than everyone else on this planet
or was it cruelly taken away from me
to never be returned?
Feels as though the clock has stopped ticking
and the only thing I can engage myself in
is observing the streets without people
the bakeries without croissants
the buses without drivers
the city without noise.
6:00
Small fog clouds crawl around
floating in the dark early morning air.
7:00
The smell of thrown out Christmas trees
lying purposelessly right on the doorsteps.
8:00
I am back on track having
french toast and relief from seeing
people move around again
driving their buses
baking their croissants.

Veronika Stadnik
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Chiaroscuro
Liver spotted skin stretches taut over his angular skeleton.

“Hello?” he inquires, nervously clearing his throat.

His bones show through to the surface, only a thin
membrane separates them from the outside world. He
hasn’t washed his long, matted hair in weeks, and grey
roots creep through the peroxide dye. He looks haggard, old

He momentarily holds the phone away from his face
“Mr Whiteford?” asks the caller.

beyond his age. Sitting at his workbench, hunched over the

“…Yes?”, he replies suspiciously, his voice sounding as

table, he sharpens his lead pencils methodically, out of

foreign to him as the caller’s.

habit, even though they are not blunt. They get shorter and
shorter each time. The pencils clink in the jam jar to his

“This is Mrs. Graham from the Royal Academy of Arts.” Her

right when he finishes with them, and the shavings are

tone is factual, almost robotic, practiced. She seems

brushed to the ground like discarded memories. The faint

important and authoritative. Relieved.

evening light catches his forearm, revealing the name
‘Elizabeth’ inked on his skin, the letters now a faded

“I’ve been trying to track you down for ages, you seem to

coppery green where once they were black.

have completely gone off the grid and I was wondering…”.

He gave up tidying the studio an age ago. A grimy stereo

She pauses.

murmurs a Bob Dylan track on repeat and plastic
mannequins stand in corners, their limbs disjointed or
missing altogether, their faces distorted by years of
persistent wear. The far wall is covered in pictures and

“Anyway we were wondering if you would consider a new
commission… for our latest exhibition?” she adds. There’s
no reply.

sketches. Dancers pirouette in thick black charcoal around a

“We were, er, looking at some of your old pieces and were,

newspaper article about the artist as he used to be. A

very impressed. We wanted more work from you… If you’re

gallery leaflet from over ten years ago advertises work he

still working that is…” She trails off.

used to paint. Other cuttings are stuck onto the wall
creating a mottled décollage - because people used to care.

He stares incredulously at the phone in his hand as if it had

He’s forgotten why he hasn’t thrown them away but there

come to life, eventually managing to stutter a decisive “No”,

seems to be a comfort in them which keeps him hanging on.

before clattering it back down in a state of shock.

After finishing the last pencil, the artist leans back on his

The artist frowns at the floor, shaking his head and begins

stool and stretches out like a dog, sweat showing up dark

pacing the room. The call has rekindled past memories

on his grey shirt. He reaches forward again, a necklace

- events he has tried hard to forget. Could he really start

scraping on the table top. It is a locket worn smooth around

again? It’s a thought he’s had many times before, but

the edges, the words once engraved there now

always pushed aside. It’s been too painful. Memories

indecipherable ridges. He runs his thumb over the surface,

permanently etched on his mind like the letters on his skin.

turning it over carefully in his sinewy fingers. Looking away

He can’t do it without her. As he mourns, his eyes roam

wistfully, he catches himself smiling and then remembers

across the wall and over all the cuttings pinned there.

not to torture his mind with a past which cannot be relived.

The artist reads his name over and over; a name that

He looks downcast, his face crinkling like one of the old

might as well be somebody else’s, in some other place,

shavings at his feet. His smudged features blend into the

some other time.

poorly lit room so that if someone walked in they would
barely see his inky figure. The only light comes from a high

He glances over to the desk and his gaze settles on the idle

skylight which is barred, like a prison cell. It casts a striped

pencils strewn across the floor. He picks one up, opens the

shadow on the floor as the weak sunlight leaks through.

cover of a faded notepad, and shakily starts to draw, but the

Dust is caught in the beams and dances away from him as

lines are jagged and uneven. Pushing too hard, the lead

he lets out a papery cough.

breaks and he throws the pencil to the ground in disgust.
He can’t focus without his muse, something won’t allow

On the floor by the desk sits an old-fashioned telephone.

him, there’s no letting go. Not yet. He begins to think it

Here the dust has been left completely undisturbed, like a

might be better to ignore the phone call and carry on with

shroud. Suddenly it rings. The artist starts, knocking over

his mundane routine as if it had never happened. It was all

the jam jar, his ears unaccustomed to the shrill chime.

he now knew; the artist had reached a state of detachment

Curses echo around the room as the pencils fall to the tiled

he no longer minded, he had become so accustomed to it.

floor like tapping fingers.

Yet he can’t help himself wondering. His hand closes around

Other photographs show her dancing, a series of them. She

the locket against his chest, but this time he runs his nail

is trapped in time, a moment of movement captured forever.

down the edge. He hesitates at the latch. He is surprised it

She looks poised and natural, the way he dreams of her in

still opens, having been kept closed for so long. Inside is a

his often fretful sleep. The artist gazes at her in awe, like he

faded picture, showing a woman in her late twenties who

did the moment he first saw her. He traces her figure

sits on the floor in a leotard, unwrapping her bandaged feet

reflected on the rough wall imagining she stands there in

and smiling up at the camera. His breath catches in his

the room next to him. He admires the shapes she makes

throat and he almost chokes. Recovering his composure, a

and the way she flows as she dances. It seems like an age

faint gleam seeps into his eyes. The weak rays from the last

before he turns away from her reflection, and notices a

of the sun seem to be getting a little warmer on his face. He

letter which has fallen on the floor in the middle of the

kisses the tip of his finger and presses it lightly to the ghostly

room. It is as if it demands not to be ignored another time. It

white figure. Although the picture is small and grainy it is

is the last letter she wrote to him, still in its envelope, the

almost as if the dancer is trying to reach him, and he begins

one which hurts the most.

to feel ashamed of what she must see as she gazes out of
the frame.

He slowly walks towards it and picks it up, his hands
shaking out of control. The envelope has been torn open

The light begins to fade outside and the dust in the room

before, the letter read before. He slides the thick paper out

stops dancing in its beams. The artist still stands by the

with his bitten fingers, wincing as he sees his name neatly

wall, slowly devouring the articles they used to read

written at the top of the first sheet. He knows he has to

together with such excitement. After a while, with the room

read her goodbye one more time. In it Elizabeth tells him

almost completely dark, he switches on his small table lamp

how much she loves him, and how she is sorry she has to

and begins to search through his desk, hunting for

go, but urges him to stay strong without her. It tells him to

something he never thought he would see again. Eventually

continue painting, a task he has so far failed to fulfil. The

he finds what he’s looking for at the back of a drawer, where

letter is long and painful but this time he finds the words

he once remembers leaving it, a batch of faded papers tied up

strangely calming and he can hear her voice in his head as

with string. His fingers struggle with the knot which holds

he reads.

them together, but they slip from his grasp. Dozens of letters
and old photographic slides are let loose, spinning in the air

The artist takes one of the mannequins and moves its

before settling on the dirty studio floor.

twisted limbs into shape. He takes the dust sheet off one of
the canvases propped in the corner. It depicts a half painted

The letters are all from Elizabeth- her neat writing looks out

figure, a woman in a pale blue dress sitting on the pebbled

of place in the shabby room. The slides are also of her. As he

shore, strands of hair caught in her mouth. She seems

gathers them off the floor and peers closely at the dark film

happy, but faded, ghostly and incomplete, like a vague

he can make out the edges of her familiar figure. He searches

memory that might as well be somebody else’s; some other

the room for an ancient projector which he sets up on a table

place, some other time. As the sun begins to rise the artist

opposite a blank studio wall. It whirs into life and he slots

winds the handle to open the dusty skylight, takes one of

the slides into the carousel one by one. They flicker up onto

the pencils from the jam jar on his desk, takes up a stool,

the makeshift screen and he clicks through them slowly,

takes a deep breath and settles down to finishing what he

each image more painful than the last. In some of them she

once started over a decade ago.

looks young, in others her blonde hair is streaked with grey
and the lines multiply on her face. He carefully observes each

On the floor by the desk sits an old-fashioned telephone.

of them, forcing himself not to turn away.

Here the dust has been recently disturbed, dotted with
finger marks. The artist picks it up and slowly begins to dial

The images spark memories the artist thought he had

a number he never thought he would be calling back.

managed to bury. In one of them a younger version of himself
stands next to a smiling Elizabeth, both dressed up as if for a

Eliza Cameron

smart event. Here his hair is dark and thick, he is handsome.
In another she sits on the pebbled seashore in a pale blue
Mashie Agnew

dress, staring serenely out over the ocean. Her hair trails in
wind and a few strands catch on the corner of her mouth. She
looks perfect. His eyes glisten and he closes them, her image
vivid in his mind. Elizabeth seems happy, and he does too.
It’s one of the last times he can remember himself like that.
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Honor Koe

The Harvest
A soft white sky
dripping in peat clouds:
a cumbersome autumn; the apples swell too long,
bloated red, split yellow when they drop,
ripe to the point of spoil. But we have come to reap
six months of growth, six months of patience.
We try to collect them all, to cradle the rouged
flesh,
gently twist the stalks, sever from the branches.
But we come too late for some:
their damp skin puckered by brown hollows,
corrupted flesh withering with every passing mist.
Yet, still, our wicker baskets are full.
The gingham cloth cradles the chosen fruits;
shoulders aching as the afternoon descends,
the day’s work set in every drop of sweat. Heap
finished,
toppling, saturated- so we settle them into the barn,
tuck them in with stained sheets, the love of a
mother.
The day is done and the sun begins to slip,
dying light painting our clasped hands orange.
it is an indulgence, when the grass
catches burst apples
and we can sit and watch the sun fall
behind orchard, content.

Anna Pembroke
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Annie Brignall
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A letter from all Americans
to the rest of the world
[after Amir Darwish]

forgive us for your prosthetic limbs.

We are sorry.

We simply cannot apologise for enough, there is too much
to say;

Sorry for all the technology we force you to use:

how about electricity? The light bulb? MRI scans, solar

the phone you carry in your pocket,

panels…

the headphones with which you listen to music,

S-O-R-R-Y for Morse Code- who needs it anyway?

the GPS system that stops you from getting lost.
We are sorry for your computer and your laptop as well.

Ah! Hollywood! The bane of your existence we are sure.

Sorry for everything invented by Apple.

Sorry for every movie it has ever made, every step it has
taken to change people’s views about the world.

Sorry for teabags (Yes, teabags!)
and the chocolate chip cookies you eat with your tea.

Sorry for UNICEF and the American Red Cross for helping
disadvantaged people at home and all over the world-

Speaking of food, we are so sorry

sorry, we forgot.

for milkshakes, s’mores, brownies and key lime pie.

Americans can’t do anything right.

Sorry for subjecting you to peanut butter and jelly, fortune
cookies,

Sarah in South Africa- mistaken for an American- has never

the misnamed English muffins, mac and cheese

been to the US but she is sorry for… well she doesn’t know,

and the microwave you heat them up in.

but she is sorry for that too.

We haven’t forgotten the abominations
that are Macdonald’s, Starbucks, Taco Bell and Subway

And what would our apology letter be without the man

- we are sorry for those too.

himself?
We are sorry that we elected a man you don’t like.

Austin from Texas is sorry you think he’s a racist

Next time, we will ask your opinion when we choose our

homophobe

president:

because of where he lives.

(after all, it’s not as if your country was divided over an

His boyfriend is sorry too.

important decision, is it?)

He’s sorry that we invented aeroplanes;
maybe if we hadn’t, 69 million of you wouldn’t be forced

Sorry for anaesthesia which dulls the pain.

to come visit us each year.

Please give us some-

Sorry for the lightning rod that stops your house from

because the guilt we bear is tearing us apart.

burning down,

How can we live with the shame of ending World War

and the fire hydrants that help put out the fire,

Two?

the bubble gum you aren’t allowed to chew at school,

We can’t.

golf carts,
loo roll.
We humbly beg your forgiveness for helping to discover

So we beg of you.
Please.
We are sorry and cannot be sorry enough.

DNA,
for inventing the credit cards that take your money,
for the dental floss that prevents your teeth from rotting.
Tell your grandparents that we are so sorry for their
hearing aids,
The Poker and Bingo games they love to play,
The defibrillators that keep them alive.
We apologize wholeheartedly for everything…
but if you for some reason you don’t have a whole heart,
then we are sorry for the artificial one that we invented.
And if it your body that is not whole then- please-

Helena Barton

Ella Scammell
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Mica
Those summer walkswalks thick with dusty gorse and sea salt,
and the wind that whipped pink tongues and ears
but softened by the milky sun, it wasn’t really cold.
That was when I first heard of you.
“What are you looking for?”
“Mica.” Dad said
I chewed the new word- spiky and raw in my throat
and like that pop singer we listened to last year.
I said “What?”
He said “A stone.”
And he showed me:
from his pocket he took a few flakes
of your grey-silver skin,
like insect wings
but thicker.
He held you up to the light until you winked
while I squinted.
And started searching for you too.
Amidst crusty pine cones, snails and beetles I knelt,
and sorted through the silty path
for your silver lashed wink.

“Keep looking.” Dad said,
our hands filmed with sifted stone,
and I would.
Until my eyes winced and pooled from straining too
much
and my knees were sticky with dusty blood
until I found you,
or you found me.
Are you really a stone?
I asked
as you sat in my palm,
your wafer flakes like fragments of a silver
croissant,
lilting over one another.
No. Stones are cool and hard
but you,
you are tepid
like moon beams.

Emily Symington

[This poem was longlisted for the national Tower
Poetry Prize]

Night Train from Udaipur
We stood on the platform,
an acrid smell of sweat hanging in the air.
We walked as a shoal,
careful not to tread
on the hundreds of sleeping bodies carpeting the floor.

We tried to pass the time reading, playing cards.
Eventually we gave in to the inevitable, succumbed to
each other,
introduced ourselves, cramped together on three
layers.

The dirty blue snake stood silent, steaming,
lying in wait for its passengers.
Bag after person, bag after person we went
until we all stood, breathless, sticky, in a corridor of
beds,
if you could call them that.

The night became one of drunken strumming and
singing:
a guitar brought by a stranger built a bridge,
a concert of cultures, comparison of chords.
The performance was regarded by curious eyes,
and unknown heads craned round corners to get a
closer look.

Brown slabs hung three to a wall,
adult bunk beds, purely functional.
Dubiously we regarded the already comfortable
passengers,
reading, eating, sleeping,
tucked under cheap white sheets.

Then joviality fizzled out as one by one
we climbed like acrobats onto our bunks.
The metronome of the engine kept time as we slept:
a hive of people, chugging towards

To begin with it was uncomfortable:
the proximity of strangers was unnerving.

Checkie Hamilton

another hot and sticky Indian day.

Milly Karsten
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Travel Writing
The Other Side of Ibiza
Ibiza. Commonly associated with thumping techno
music and twenty-four hour raves, Ibiza has created
itself quite the reputation.
The smallest yet most renowned of the Spanish
Balearic Islands, Ibiza has been known for decades
as one of the party capitals of the world. This
culture began with the opening of one of the most
popular nightclubs, ‘Space’, in 1986. Space was
awarded “Best Global Club” at the International
Dance Music Awards in 2005, showing that the
partying scene on the island was not only
happening but it was booming. Due to the publicity
of such awards and the promotion of DJ’s like David
Guetta, Carl Cox and the Martinez Brothers (idols of
substance abuse and sleep deprivation), many
believe that the only side to Ibiza is this clubbing
scene, with little room for family holidays or even
residency. However, I have found this to be untrue.
When one looks past the high-rise buildings, bars
and cheap restaurants of San Antonio and Playa
d’en Bossa, the raw beauty of Ibiza is not hard to
find. As you leave the airport and begin your way
down the main road, you pass Ibiza Town on the
right, with the old stone structures of Dalt Villa
sitting valiantly above the new, uglier architecture
of the twentieth and twenty-first century. On all
other sides great volcanic hills of green surround
you with the classic Spanish square white casitas
dotting the landscape.
As you continue, the roads become smaller and
more intertwined with the landscape. Aloe Vera,
cacti and almond blossom line the small roads
commonly referred to as ‘caminos’, as well as fields
of pomegranate and olive trees rooted in rusty red
soil. The local scene is well integrated into this
pretty country scenery and I turn off into the small
town of San Juan, a place which I think represents
the true nature of Ibiza.
San Juan is a market town on Sundays where locals
gather to sell their produce and various trinkets and
items of clothing. It is heart-warming to see that
nearly everyone knows each other and the mix of
Catalan (the local dialect), Spanish, English and
some German is interesting to hear, hinting at the
fusion of cultures on the island. Old Ibizan women

in smocks represent the traditional Spanish values
as they sweep their doorsteps of the Island’s yellow
dust. Youth stroll up and down the pavement
between stalls eating encimadas and looking for
the next street football match as men sit drinking
cervezas and playing cards in the shadow of the
simplistic white church. There is an overwhelming
sense of community that pulls you in with friendly
smiles to the tune of the guitar player sitting on the
side of the road.
Although the hard-core clubbing scene of Ibiza has
only been happening for a few decades, it is said
that the island has always been a place of festivity
and celebration. This may be related to the Goddess
of the island, Tanit, being the goddess of dance as
well as the moon. This could explain the more
nocturnal culture of Spain and the island in
particular with siestas in the day disrupting all
social functions and all ages staying up far later
into the night than the English are accustomed to
as well as all meals being shifted forward in regard
to time. On the adventure side of things Ibiza is a
great place for scenic walks and secret beaches.
Rob Smith’s ‘Secret Beaches’ book has led me to
some amazing places that I wouldn’t have known
about nor been able to get to otherwise.
Yes, it is true that the corporate clubbing and
partying scene has become part of Ibiza and
perhaps also part of the culture, but it is not a
lifestyle and it is not part of the nature of the island.
The residents of the island like to party but not in
the mechanical money eating environment that
places like Pacha and Amnesia provide for tourists
on Stag and Hen dos. The island at its core is a
place of natural beauty and harmony where locals
spend their days at small coffee shops enjoying the
Mediterranean weather and engaging in lively
social events that inevitable occur on most days at
various villas located in the rolling hills and
greenery.
Stella Smith

Aphra MacTaggart
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Sweet Potato

Arrival

I hold you close in my palm
rough like chapped lips.
Your skin a dry, scabby blush
somewhere between brown and red
and purple.
I’ll bathe you under the tap
and press my thumb over your dips
and crusty tussocks.

It wasn’t the car pulling up the drive
or the four-legged excitement
or the burst of frenzied activity
or the just-too loud greetings
or the unnecessary shouts upstairs
or the fully-stocked pantry.

Then, I peel you.
The blade bites and licks
along your lithe form
that I carve
while shavings writhe and fall
like toenailsor leaves in autumn.
I’ll strip you bare and leave you pinky orangein the nude
your clothes in a pile in the sink
your now soft and pale skin
pressed against mine

It was the weak hug, beige-clad arms
and the reaching down, sloppy kiss
and the ritualistic fiver- ‘don’t spend it all at
once’
and the bags of food, stocking the shelves
and the volume all the way up on the news
and lengthy lectures, turning to ramblings.
Matthew Hook

peeled. I’ll hold you in my palm
smooth like an egg
or a grenade.
And stroke across your rubbery skin
cradled in my hand.
Emily Symington

Etta Longden

Review

Othello
Shakespeare’s Othello: a play about prejudice, greed and jealousy. In the intimate space of Bristol’s Tobacco
Factory Theatre, Othello’s themes were given a modern edge, seeming somewhat disparagingly relevant
today. Taking advantage of our 21st century outlook, particularly in the scope of religion, this production
captured the essence of Shakespeare’s work, haranguing the audience with modern issues that ring all too
familiar to us: discrimination, the flaws human nature, and, above all, ‘the green-eyed monster’ envy.
Staged in the round, the Brechtian device allowed the audience to watch each other watch and respond to
the performance, creating a fascinating dynamic of shared emotion between audience and actors.
Though the colour of Othello’s skin is no longer anything to judge him by, he was certainly marked
‘different’ in his first appearance on stage in a post-publication addition; the opening of the performance
consisted simply of the fated couple, a prayer mat, and the Salah prayers of an Islamic wedding ceremony.
In a moment of almost uncomfortable closeness, the audience were enthralled from the moment the
performance started through to the tragic end. The religious tensions underlying Othello and Desdemona’s
relationship were instantly made clear, as they had to suppress a vital part of them in what seemed to me
like socio-political comment on modern values; one which would not be accepted in the acutely
conservative and discriminatory society in which the production was set, in a battle between loyalties,
another theme that recurred throughout.
Following this intimate opening, we were immediately thrown into the action of the play, meeting Iago, the
white haired malcontent, who schemes to bring the downfall of Othello. I was totally taken in by Mark
Lockyer’s performance, who wholly encompassed the character, convincingly presenting his ‘alternative
facts’ about Desdemonda’s loyalty (or disloyalty, as Iago claims), which perfectly inspired the central
conflict of the play. This scene was just one moment that showcased the unassuming, yet surprisingly
versatile, usage of design and lighting. Harsh white strip lights expanded the space, accentuating the bare
stage in this moment, yet these same minimalistic features managed also to vividly create the wreckage of
Othello’s ship in the midst of a raging storm, all to the credit of the brilliant Matthew Graham; I found
myself drawn into the folds of the story and investing deeply in the characters.
Additionally, the use of a mechanical pulley system allowed further versatility of the stage, cleverly
creating opportunities to access props such as a 1950s style microphone and a punching bag. One of the
most memorable uses of this for me was the use of the microphone to fill the enclosed space of the intimate
auditorium, berating the audience with the offensive sound, forcing the attention of every member,
undivided, to the stage; my ears rang with the echoes, beautifully juxtaposing the minimally embellished
stage in an uncomfortable and eerie manner.
The play’s climax lies in Othello’s dark vow for vengeance: a pledge to murder Desdemona. Suitably
weighted, this production perfectly balanced the heavier themes of betrayal and revenge with elements of
humour, starkly contrasting the light and dark of the play. Coming to an end in a series of tragic deaths, the
production’s socio-political themes were brought back to the surface, culminating in Othello’s death; we
were presented with a broken man, and watched him crumble, stabbing himself with his crucifix in yet
another moment of extreme intimacy. Anguished, having fulfilled his vow to kill Desdemona, this moment
was particularly poignant, as he realised his fatal mistake: his apostasy was paralleled in his suicide, his
forced Christianity eventually resulted, in a moment of tragic irony, in the death of both him and his
beloved wife; the tension in the theatre was palpable as the audience watched, utterly transfixed,
as the performance drew elegantly to a close.
Bella Forshaw
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The Tempest
The Royal Shakespeare Society’s production of
Shakespeare’s final solo piece The Tempest, seen
by the Lower Sixth in January, was truly unique. It
encompassed everything that Shakespeare initially
meant to convey to his audience, while also
injecting today’s modern technology in order to
further emphasise the theme. This was
magnificently executed due to collaboration
between the RSC and Intel. I felt that the moment of
the play in which the use of technology proved most
useful and engaging was when Prospero (played by
Simon Russell Beale) is talking to Ariel (played by
Mark Quarterly) and is reiterating how Ariel had
been rescued by Prospero from a tree, in which he
was imprisoned by the evil witch Sycorax. Through
the magic of special effects, as Ariel is listening, a
holographic tree proceeds to grow out of him and
eventually we are presented with what Ariel looked
like before his release. Thus in this way felt overall
that the best performance went to Ariel, whose
intentions were well illustrated through more
contemporary means of technology and the
emotionlessness nature of the asexual being was
well acted out.
The other performances were equally special.
Beale’s take on Prospero gave us the emotional
depth to the character that we all expected as he
struggles with the concept of giving his daughter
away to another man. Going into the play I depicted
Prospero in my mind as a decrepit, miserly man, yet
Beale managed to superbly draw out the
compassion in Prospero as he exposed a soft spot

for his daughter. I must admit that the young lovers
in this production, Miranda (Jenny Rainsford) and
Ferdinand (Daniel Easton) did not impress me to the
same extent. I felt that both characters lacked as
much personality and whenever this was shown it
was feeble and wet: perhaps this is how Ferdinand
is meant to be. This was mostly shown in parts
where it was just solely Miranda and Ferdinand on
stage; however, when Prospero took to the stage
alongside Miranda there was evident demonstration
of the strong bond between a father and his
daughter. At any time that those two characters
appeared on stage together, there was a strong
sense emitted that it was imperative for Prospero to
do whatever was best for his daughter. As “The
Tempest” is acknowledged as one of Shakespeare’s
more peculiar plays, this was suitably personified
through Caliban (played by Joe Dixon) who
excellently portrayed the monster, the child of
Sycorax, who is enslaved by Prospero. Dixon’s
Caliban accentuated the feeling of betrayal that the
beast feels towards Prospero but there was also a
sense of his innocent nature to others bar Prospero.
This in turn also made the audience feel that
Prospero’s awful treatment of Caliban could be
mostly without incentive. A final character worthy
of mention was Tony Jayawardena’s droll
performance of Stephano, which added a muchneeded measure of humour in an otherwise
serious-minded play.
Felix Cracknell

The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe
The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe, the Shell
play, was short, very fast moving and superbly
acted. I enjoyed watching the play as the students
performing it were in my year, and I loved seeing
their confidence and amazing proficiency.
The stage set was very simple. As Narnia is set in
the winter the floor was white to suggest snow.
This worked very well. They used old wooden
boxes and chairs to act as many different things:
railway compartments, a horse-drawn carriage,
tables and trees. I also liked how the stage set was
the same from every angle. There was no front, it
was a 360-degree ‘in the round’ stage.
The acting was very good. Lottie Southgate as the
White Witch was very dramatic and scary, which
was perfect for the role of the White Witch. Jack
Elgar was also amazing, acting very well as an old,
confused Professor. The children – Peter (Giles
Edwards), Susan (Quinta Thomson), Giles (Artie
Nicholson) and Lucy (Sophie Powell) were all
excellent, and the story was helped by two
narrators, the older Peter (Sam Wilbur) and older
Lucy (Lucia Imi) who were both superb. Bella Brown
as a fierce Mrs Mcready, Seb White as the Beaver,
Tatiana Metcalfe as Maugrim and Wilf Adams as
Mr Tumnus were also really impressive. Xanthe
Smith played Aslan with strength and spiritual
power. Everyone played their role very well even if
their roles were small – this was a great group
performance. The actors’ movement around the
stage was incredible. In every scene I saw every

single person’s face in every one of their lines that
they said, and heard them clearly too.
The lighting was incredible, balancing the minimal
stage set. When Lucy went into Narnia the lighting
changed dramatically along with the sound. This
helped us to differentiate Narnia and the house.
The costumes were amazing, too. My favourite
were the White Witch’s and Aslan’s. Aslan had a
great cape with a fur collar which illustrated his
mane. The White Witch had a bright white fur coat
and a glittery head dress which illustrated her
power. All the children were dressed perfectly for
the time of the war as evacuees.
I already knew the story of Narnia, but this is my
favourite ever version of it. My favourite part of the
story is the moral. It is about good beating evil in
the end. Although this is simple I really like it. The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe was brilliantly
acted, beautifully staged, highly professional and
very, very enjoyable.
Celia Case
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Twelfth Night
While the evenings are getting lighter, and the
springtime buds blossom in colourful showers,
David Kenworthy’s production of ‘Twelfth Night’
took us to a festive winter. The contradiction
between our primitive spring and the transformed
Ellis Theatre successfully showed the topsy-turvy
world of Illyria. Paul Cox’s Christmas tableau was
faultless: the set had everything from the kitsch
Christmas tree to the large white house adorned
with lights and an exclamatory red front door. The
drama department often undeservedly gets the
reputation of only putting on serious productions,
but Kenworthy’s festive fare contradicted this.
I was immediately captivated by the cluster of
chorus who filtered onto the stage in a palette of
yellows and reds. Using a ship steering wheel and
joyous facial expressions, visual imagery captured
the arrival to Illyria beautifully. Viola (Zoe Combe)
and Sebastian (Ben Hall) were identified in the
medley by their matching kitsch red duffle coats -and the fact they do look quite similar. I heard a
rumour that the coats cost more than the whole
production put together? If so, it was certainly
worth it; Combe and Hall executed the roles
exquisitely. Combe nailed the cross-gendering of
her role, particularly Viola’s attempts to ‘ladify’
herself in the presence of the Duke (Ned Seagrim).
Hall was excitable with clear diction and dignity;
his dressing gown, slippers number certainly kept
the girls next to me entertained, a Jacobean Ferris
Bueller.
Clearly pyjamas are back in fashion, as Seagrim yet
again got away with the comfy attire he had worn
in last year’s The Revengers Tragedy. Except this
time, we were without the tiger tee, but Seagrim
clearly still has the x-factor. His Orsino was literally
love-sick, needing a nurse to monitor the heat of his
passion. Seagrim has had a solid dramatic run
throughout the years, and what a way to bring it to
an end with this marvellous portrayal.
Commendations should go to newcomer Abbey
Fawcett, as the gracious Olivia, and yellow
stockinged fellow William Atterton, as the
disdainful Malvolio.
While we lamented the loss of wonderful Georgia
Vyvyan last year, talent from the same kin took to
the stage - a coquettish Maria, played by Claudia

Vyvyan. She cheekily sauntered across the stage,
teasing and pleasing her male troupe with a certain
je ne sais quoi. Whilst concerned that the tight
fitting red jeans might cut off Sir Toby’s circulation,
Max Foulds portrayed him superbly. He gripped the
audience with a heavy metal electricity, somewhere
between Russell Brand and Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas. As Vyvyan and Foulds shared a bag of
popcorn on the steps, the audience were further
integrated into their cheeky camaraderie. Ribsplitting laughter reciprocated the clowning of
Hugo Mackichan and Oliver Phelps, prancing
around the stage in snowman suits and Christmas
trees. The enfant terribles are perhaps a little too
‘enfant’ to be heading off to university later this
year. Mentions should go to Benjamin Powell,
Archie MacColl and Adam Dalrymple, and the live
music from the balcony, particularly the vocals of
Florence Tuckey and Freddie Elmberg.
A superb symbiosis of all the elements, Kenworthy’s
Twelfth Night yet again brought an exciting
production to the stage. As I stepped into the
wardrobe of the Ellis, it was clear from the outset
there would be more to the production than the fur
coats at the back of the cupboard. While Viola’s
disguise as a boy might have seemed redundant in
the modern day, it showed the changes that have
occurred to gender defining from Shakespeare’s
day. Relevant, romantic and raucous; Twelfth Night
was a raging success. I’m not sure I need to go to
the production at the National or the Globe
anymore.
Issy Carr
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